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 .  <Let G be a finite group and N G s n g N G has a conjugacy class C, such
< < 4that C s n . Professor J. G. Thompson has conjectured that ``If G be a finite
 .  .group with Z G s 1 and M a nonabelian simple group satisfying that N G s
 .N M , then G ( M.'' We have proved that if M is a sporadic simple group, then
Thompson's conjecture is correct. In this paper, we shall further prove that if M is
a finite simple group having at least three prime graph components, then the
conjecture is also correct. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
 .Notations. Let G be a finite group. For x g G, Cl x denotes theG
 .conjugacy class in G containing x, t G denotes the number of the prime
graph components of G, and p denotes the set of vertexes of the ithi
 .prime graph component of G, i s 1, 2, . . . , t G . If G is of even order,
 .   . <  .4then we always assume 2 g p , T G s p G i s 1, 2, . . . , t G , Syl G1 i p
 .the set of all p-Sylow subgroups of G, p G the set of prime divisors of
< <  .G , and p G the set of element orders of G. The other notations aree
standard.
PRELIMINARY RESULTS
 .  .LEMMA 1.1. Let G and M be finite groups satisfying Z G s Z M s 1
 .  .  .  .and N G s N M . Then p G s p M .
w xProof. This is Lemma 1.1 in 1 .
LEMMA 1.2. Let G be a finite group. Assume x, y g G with xy s yx and
 < < < <.x , y s 1. Then
C xy s C x l C y . .  .  .G G G
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 . < < <Especially, if p g p G such that p C x and p Cl x while pr x , .  .G G
 .  .  .then there exists a p-element y such that 1 / y g C x , C xy - C y ,G G G
< <  . < <  . <.and p C y r C xy .G G
w xProof. This is Lemma 1.2 in 1 .
 .  .LEMMA 1.3. Let M be a finite group, and t M G 2, and let T M s
 < 4  . < <p i s 1, 2, . . . , t , where t s t M . Suppose M s m m ??? m and M si 1 2 t i
< <  .  .M rm , where p m s p , i s 1, 2, . . . , t. Then for any n g N M , n / 1,i i i
 . <there exists M such that n s M k , M , k s 1, and k m . Especially, ifi i i i i i i
 .there exists a prime p such that p g p and p ¦ n, then n s M k , M , k si i i i i
<1, and k m .i i
 .Proof. For any n g N M , n / 1, there exists x g M, x / 1, such that
<  . <Cl x s n. By the definition of prime graph components, there existsM
 < <.  <  . <. <  .5some p such that p x ; p . Then p C x : p and C x m ;i i M i M i
<  . <  <  . <.thus n s Cl X s M m r C x . Therefore the first part of theM i i M
<  . <lemma follows by setting k s m r C X .i i M
If there exists some p g p such that p ¦ n, then m ¦ n, which impliesi i
<M ¦ n, j / i. Thus we have M n. The lemma follows.j i
 .LEMMA 1.4. Suppose G and M are two finite groups satisfying t M G 2,
 .  .  . < < < <N G s N M , and Z G s 1. Then G s M .
 .  .  .  .Proof. Since t M G 2, so Z M s 1. Thus p G s p M by Lemma
1.1. If we use the notations as used in the proof of Lemma 1.3, we have
p G s p M s p j p j ??? j p , .  . 1 2 t
< <M
p m s p , i s 1, 2, . . . , t , M s . .i i i mi
We now further divide the proof into three propositions.
<  . <PROPOSITION 1. If there exists some p g p such that p ¦ Cl x , theni G
<  . <  . <Cl x s M k , M , k s 1, and k m .G i i i i i i
 .  .Since N G s N M , Proposition 1 follows from Lemma 1.3.
PROPOSITION 2. Let p be a prime graph component of G, p g p , and Pi i
 .  .a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Then C x is a p -group for any x g Z P andG i
x / 1.
 .  . <  . <It is evident that P F C x . Since Z G s 1, we have Cl x ) 1 andG G
<p C x , which implies that .G
< < <Cl x s M k , M , k s 1, k m . 1 .  .  .G i i i i i i
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 .   ..If C x is not a p -group, then there exists q g p C x l p , k / i.G i G k
 . < <By 1 and the definition of M , we have q M while M Cl x . Hence q .i i i G
<  . < <  . <is a common divisor of C x and Cl x . Since x is a p-element, thereG G
 .  .  .exists a q-element y g C x such that y / 1, C xy - C y , andG G G
< <  . < <  . <q C y r C xy by Lemma 1.2. It is evident thatG G
< < < <G C y .G
< < < <Cl xy s s Cl y . 2 .  .  .G G< < < <C xy C xy .  .G G
 .  .On the other hand, we have C xy F C x by Lemma 1.2. ThenG G
<  . < < <  . <  . <  .Cl x Cl xy . Thus M Cl xy by 1 . Since Cl xy g N G s .  .G G i G G
 . <  . < X  X . X <N M , we have Cl xy s M k , M , k s 1, and k m by Proposition 1.G i i i i i i
Therefore we have
< < < <Cl y C x .  .G GXM k si i < <C xy .G
 .by 2 .
<  . < X Y  Y .By Proposition 1, there exists M such that Cl y s M k , M , k sj G j j j j
1.
If j s i, then
Y < <M k ? C y .i i GXM k s ,i i < <C xy .G
which implies
Y < <k ? C y .i GXk s .i < <C xy .G
X X< < < < <Since q C y r C xy , we have q k . However, k m , then q g p , a .  .G G i i i i
contradiction. This means j / i and
Y < <M k ? C y .j j GXk M s .i i < <C xy .G
< X <Therefore M M k . By the definition of M , we have m M . Furtherj i i j i j
< X  . < X Xm M k . From M , m s 1, we have m k , which implies m s k andi i i i i i i i i
<  . < < < <  . <  .Cl xy s M m s M , which is impossible since Cl xy g N G sG i i G
 .N M .
PROPOSITION 3. If G and M satisfy the conditions of Lemma 1.4, then
< < < <G s M .
 .Let p g p , P g Syl G, and 1 / x g Z P . By Propositions 1 and 2, wei p
< < <  . <  <  . <. < <have G s M k ? C x and p k ? C x : p . So we may set G si i G i G i
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 .  .  . < <M m , M , m s 1, and p m : p , i s 1, 2, . . . , t. Since t M G 2, G si i i i i i
< <M m s M m . Thus m m s m m , and so we have m s m and G s1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 1
< <M .
< < < <LEMMA 1.5. Let G and G be finite groups satisfying that G s G1 2 1 2
 .  .  .  .  .  .and N G s N G . Then t G s t G and T G s T G .1 2 1 2 1 2
w xProof. This is Lemma 1.4 in 1 .
w xThe following lemma is Theorem 1 in 3 .
LEMMA 1.6. Suppose G is a Frobenius group of e¨en order and H, K are
the Frobenius kernel and the Frobenius complement of G, respecti¨ ely. Then
 .  .   .  .4t G s 2, T G s p H , p K , and G has one of the following structures:
 .  .1 2 g p H , all Sylow subgroups of K are cyclic.
 .  .2 2 g p K , H is an abelian group, K is a sol¨ able group, the Sylow
subgroups of odd order of G are cyclic groups, and the 2-Sylow subgroups of
G are cyclic or generalized quaternion groups.
 .  .3 2 g p K , H is an abelian group, and there exists K F K such that0
< < < <K : K F 2, K s Z = SL 2, 5 , Z , 2 = 3 = 5 s 1, .  .0 0
and the Sylow subgroups of Z are cyclic.
w xThe following Lemma follows from Theorem 2 in 3 .
 .LEMMA 1.7. Let G be a 2-Frobenius group of e¨en order. Then t G G 2
 .  .and G has a normal series 1eHeKeG such that p KrH s p , p H j2
 . < < < <  . <p GrK s p , GrK Aut KrH , and GrK and KrH cyclic. Especially,1
< < < <GrK - KrH , and G is sol¨ able.
LEMMA 1.8. If G is a finite group with more than one prime graph
 .  .component, then G is one of the following: a Frobenius or 2-Frobenius, b
 .  .simple, c an extension of p -group by a simple group, d simple by1
 .p -sol¨ able, or e p -group by simple by p -group. Where p is the prime1 1 1 1
 w x.graph component containing prime 2 see 5 .
Remark. If G is a finite group with more than one prime graph
component and has a normal series HeKeG such that H and GrK are
p -groups, and KrH is simple, then H is a nilpotent group by Lemma 3 in1
w x5 .
2. THOMPSON'S CONJECTURE}FOR SIMPLE GROUPS
WITH PRIME GRAPHS HAVING AT LEAST
THREE PRIME GRAPH COMPONENTS
In this part, we shall prove that Thompson's conjecture is correct for M
being a finite simple group with at least three prime graph components.
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w xSince the case that M is a sporadic simple group has been discussed in 1 ,
w xit is necessary to consider the remaining simple groups M. From 2 and
w x5 , we have the simple groups M except sporadic simple groups with
 .  .  . w  .xt M G 3 are one of the following groups: A q , G q q ' 0 mod 3 ,1 2
2  . 2  .  n .  . 2  .G q , D 3 p s 2 q 1, n G 2 , A p, p y 2 are primes , A 2 ,2 p p 5
2  .  n .  . < . 2  .  . 2  . 2  .D 2 p s 2 y 1, n G 2 , F q 2 q , F q , A 4 , B q , E 2 ,pq1 4 4 2 2 6
 .  .  .E q , E 3 , or E 2 , where p is an odd prime.8 7 7
 .LEMMA 2.1. Let G be a finite group with Z G s 1. If M is a nonabelian
 .  .  .simple group with t M G 3 satisfying that N G s N M , then
 . < < < <  .  .  .  .1 G s M , t G s t M , and T G s T M ;
 . < <  .  4  .2 let M s m m ??? m , T M s p , p , . . . , p , p m s p , i s1 2 t 1 2 t i i
< <1, 2, . . . , t. Then G s m m m , G has a normal series 1eHeKeG such1 2 t
that GrK is a p -group, H is a nilpotent p -group, and KrH is a nonabe-1 1
 .  X X X 4lian simple group. Moreo¨er, T KrH s p , p , . . . , p , p , . . . , p and1 2 s 2 t
< < X X X  X . XKrH s m m ??? m m ??? m , where p m s p , 1 F j F s, and1 2 s 2 t j j
X X X <m m ??? m m , and1 2 s 1
 . < < <3 if H s 1, then GrK Out K .
 .  .  .Proof. 1 and 2 follow from Lemmas 1.4]1.8. If H s 1, then C K s 1G
 .  .for t G G 3, from which 3 follows.
 .DEFINITION. Let G be a finite group of even order and T G s
 4 < <p , p , . . . , p , while 2 g p . Assume G s m m ??? m such that1 2 t 1 1 2 t
 .p m s p , i s 1, 2, . . . , t. Then m , m , m , . . . , m are called order com-i i 1 2 3 t
 .  4ponents of G. Set D G s m , m , . . . , m , the set of odd order compo-2 3 t
nents of G.
w x w xBy 2 and 5 we can easily calculate the order components of simple
 .  .groups M with t M G 3 see Tables I]III .
Let G, M, H, and K be groups in Lemma 2.1 and put M s M and1
M s KrH. Then we have2
< < <) D M : D M , M M . .  .  .1 2 2 1
Now we are going to show KrH s M and so G ( M. The first thing we
 .do is to discuss all possible simple groups M satisfying ) for each finite2
 .simple group M with t M G 3. Second, we prove Thompson's conjec-1 1
ture is correct for all finite simple groups having at least three prime graph
components.
LEMMA 2.2. Let M be a nonabelian but sporadic simple group and1
 .  .t M G 3. Suppose M is a nonabelian simple group such that D M :1 2 1
 . < < <D M and M M . Then:2 2 1
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TABLE I
 .Order Components of E q8
 .  .Group E q , q ' 0, 1, 4 mod 58
120 18 14 12 2 10 2 8 2 4 2 . . .  .  .  .orcmp 1 q q y 1 q y 1 q y 1 q y 1 q y 1 q q q q 1
8 7 5 4 3orcmp 2 q q q y q y q y q q q q 1
8 7 5 4 3orcmp 3 q y q q q y q q q y q q 1
8 6 4 2orcmp 4 q y q q q y q q 1
8 4orcmp 5 q y q q 1
 .  .E q , q ' 2, 3 mod 58
120 20 18 14 12 . . . .orcmp 1 q q y 1 q y 1 q y 1 q y 1
10 8 4 4 2 . . . .= q y 1 q y 1 q q 1 q q q q 1
8 7 5 4 3orcmp 2 q q q y q y q y q q q q 1
8 7 5 4 3orcmp 3 q y q q q y q q q y q q 1
8 4orcmp 4 q y q q 1
 . 2  .  n .1 If M / D 2 p s 2 y 1, n G 2, p an odd prime , then1 pq1
M s M .2 1
 . 2  .  n .2 If M s D 2 p s 2 y 1, n G 2, p an odd prime , then2 pq1
 .  .M s M or A q , q ' 1 mod 4 .2 1 1
 .  .  .Proof. At first it is obvious that t M G t M by ) . We shall prove2 1
the lemma by checking each pair M and M . For each pair of M and1 2 1
 .M , we can set up several equations of odd order components by D M ;2 1
 .D M and Tables I]III. By discussing these equations we can find that if2
M and M do not meet the requirements of the conclusion of Lemma 2.2,1 2
then these equations contradict each other.
  ..Case 1. Suppose t G M s 3.1
 .1 If both M and M have three prime graph components, then1 2
 .  .they have only two odd order components. Since D M : D M , the two1 2
odd order components of M equal those two of M in some order.1 2
Therefore we shall have a pair of equations for each pair of M and M1 2
by Tables I]III. By solving these two equations, we could find that they
contradict each other if M and M do not satisfy the conclusion of1 2
Lemma 2.2. Because all equations can be easily solved, we omit the
processes.
 .   ..   ..2 Let t G M s 3, but t G M s 4. Suppose the odd order com-1 2
ponents of M and M are a , a and b , b , b , respectively, and a - a ,1 2 1 2 1 2 3 1 2
b - b - b . Then the two odd order components of M are equal to two1 2 3 1
 .  .of the odd order components of M for D M : D M . In this case, the2 1 2
largest odd order component of M has to be equal to one of the larger1
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TABLE II
a .Order Components of Simple Group G with t G G 3
Group orcmp 1 orcmp 2 orcmp 3 orcmp 4
 .A , p, p y 2 3 ? 4 ??? p y 3p
 .primes ? p y 1 p y 2 p
 . <  .A q , 4 q q 1 q q 1 q q y 1 r21
 . <  .A q , 4 q y 1 q y 1 q q q 1 r21
 . <A q , 2 q q q q 1 q y 11
6 2 2 2 2 . <  .G q , 3 q q q y 1 q q q q 1 q y q q 12
2  .G q ,2
2 mq1 3 2 .q s 3 q q y 1 q y 3q q 1 q q 3q q 1’ ’
2 p py1. py1 py1 p .  .  .  .D 3 , 3 3 y 1 3 q 1 r2 3 q 1 r4p
np s 2 q 1, py1
2 i .n G 2 = 3 y 1
is1
2 p pq1. p p pq1 .  .D 2 , 2 2 y 1 2 q 1 2 q 1pq1
np s 2 y 1, py1
2 i .n G 2 = 2 y 1
is1
24 6 2 . <  .F q , 2 q q q y 14
4 2 4 4 2 .? q y 1 q q 1 q y q q 1
2 2 .B q q q y 2 q q 1 q q 2 q q 1 q y 1’ ’2
63 11 2 3 .E 2 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 77
? 11 ? 13 ? 17 ? 19
? 31 ? 43 73 127
23 63 2 3 2 .E 3 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 7 ? 117
3? 13 ? 19 ? 37 ? 41 ? 61
? 73 ? 547 757 1093
 .A 2 8 3 72
6 .A 4 2 5 7 92
2 15 6 .A 2 2 ? 3 ? 5 7 115
2 36 9 2 2 .E 2 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 7 ? 11 13 17 196
2 12 4 3 2 3 2 3 .  . . ’ ’F q q q y 1 q q 1 q y 2 q q q 2 q4
2 . .= q q 1 q y 1 qq y 2 q q 1 qq q 2 q q 1’ ’
aThe p denotes an odd prime.
two odd order components of M since M has three odd order compo-2 2
nents. This is to say a s b or b . If a s b , then a s b for a - a . If2 2 3 2 2 1 1 1 2
a s b , then a s b or b . Therefore we can get three pairs of equations.2 3 1 1 2
By solving each pair of equations, we can see that they contradict each
other. Here are two examples to show the necessary procedure.
2  . 2 nq1 2EXAMPLE 1. We prove that if M s F q , q s 2 , then M /1 4 2
 . 2 mq1B q9 , q9 s 2 .2
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TABLE III
Order Components of Sporadic Simple Groups
Group orcmp 1 orcmp 2 orcmp 3 orcmp 4 orcmp 5 orcmp 6
4 2M 2 ? 3 5 1111
6 3M 2 ? 3 ? 5 1112
7 2M 2 ? 3 5 7 1122
7 2M 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 7 11 2323
10 3M 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 7 11 2324
3J 2 ? 3 ? 5 7 11 191
7 3 2J 2 ? 3 ? 5 72
7 5J 2 ? 3 ? 5 17 193
21 3 3J 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 7 ? 11 23 29 31 37 434
9 2 3HS 2 ? 3 ? 5 7 11
14 3 3Ru 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 7 ? 13 29
13 7 2Sz 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 7 11 13
10 3 2 3He 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 7 11
9 4 3ON 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 7 11 19 31
7 6 3McL 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 7 11
8 7 6Ly 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 7 ? 11 31 37 67
21 9 4 2Co 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 7 ? 11 ? 13 231
18 6 3Co 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 7 11 232
10 7 3Co 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 7 ? 11 233
17 9 2F 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 7 ? 11 1322
18 13 2F 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 7 ? 11 ? 13 17 2323
X 21 16 2 3F 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 7 ? 11 ? 13 17 23 2924
46 30 9 6 2 2M 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 7 ? 11 ? 13
?17 ? 19 ? 23 ? 29 ? 31 ? 47 41 59 71
41 31 6 2B 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 7 ? 11
?13 ? 17 ? 19 ? 23 31 47
15 10 3 2Th 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 7 ? 13 19 31
14 6 6Harada 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 7 ? 11 19
2  . 2 nq1 2  . 2 mq1  .If M s F q , qs2 , and M s B q9 , q9s2 , then D M s1 4 2 2 1
2 3 2 3 4  .’ ’’ ’q q 2 q qqq 2 q q1, q y 2 q qqy 2 q q1 and D M s2
2 3 4  . ’’ ’q9 y 1, q9 q 2 q9 q 1, q9 y 2 q9 q 1 . By ) q q 2 q q q q
’ ’2 q q 1 must be equal to one of q9 y 1, q9 q 2 q9 q 1.
2 3 2’ ’ ’Let q q 2 q q q q 2 q q 1 s q9 q 2 q9 q 1. Then q y
3 2’ ’ ’2 q q q y 2 q q 1 s q9 y 1 or q9 y 2 q9 q 1. Suppose that q y
3 3 .’ ’’ ’ ’2 q qqy 2 q q1sq9y1. Then 2 2 q q 2 q s 2 q9 q2 since
2 3 3nq2 nq1’ ’ ’q q 2 q qqq 2 q q1sq9q 2 q9 q1, which implies 2 q2 s
m 2 3’ ’ ’2 q1, a contradiction. Hence q y 2 q qqy 2 q q1sq9y 2 q9 q
3 3nq2 nq1 mq1 .’ ’ ’1 and 2 2 q q 2 q s2 2 q9 , which implies 2 q 2 s 2 , a
contradiction.
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2 3 2 3’ ’’ ’If q q 2 q qqq 2 q q1sq9y1, then q y 2 q qqy 2 q q
3 .’’ ’ ’1sq9 y 2 q9 q 1. We have 2 2 q q 2 q s 2 q9 y 2 and then
3nq2 nq1 m 2  .2 q2 s 2 y 1, which is impossible. Therefore, if M s F q ,1 4
2  .then M cannot be B q9 .2 2
2  .  .EXAMPLE 2. We prove that if M s F q , then M / E q9 .1 4 2 8
 . 2Suppose M sE q9 . Then the larger one odd order component q q2 8
23  .’ ’2 q q q q 2 q q 1 of F q should equal one odd order component4
 .  .of E q9 . By Table I we know that the odd order components of E q are8 8
9 2 3 9’ ’smaller than q9 ; therefore, q q 2 q q q q 2 q q 1 - q9 . Since
<2  . < 14 <2  . < 14 120 <  . <F q - q , we have F q - q - q9 - E q9 , contrary to4 4 8
2<  . < <E q9 F q . .8 4
 .   ..   ..  .3 If t G M s 3 and t G M ) 4, then M could be one of E q1 2 2 8
and J by Tables I]III. For each possibility of M we can prove it is1 2
 .impossible in the same way as in 2 .
  ..Case 2. Suppose t G M s 4.1
  ..   ..Since t G M s 4, we have t G M G 4 by Lemma 2.1.1 2
 .   ..   ..1 Suppose t G M s t G M s 4 and M / M . By Tables I]III1 2 1 2
for each pair of M and M we can set up three equations. Let the three1 2
odd order components of M be a , a , a and the three odd order1 1 2 3
components of M by b , b , b satisfying a - a - a and b - b - b .2 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
Then
a s b , a s b , a s b1 1 2 2 3 3
by Lemma 2.1. By solving these equations, we can find that these equa-
tions contradict each other.
 .   ..   ..2 If t G M s 4 and t G M ) 5, then we can use the method1 2
similar to that used previously to show it is impossible.
 .Similarly, we can deal with the cases t M s 5 or 6. This is the end of1
the proof for Lemma 2.2.
 .THEOREM 2.1. Let G be a finite group with Z G s 1. If M is a
 .  .  .nonabelian simple group such that N G s N M and t M G 3, then
G ( M.
 .Proof. 1 If M is a sporadic simple group, then Theorem 2.1 follows
w xby 1 .
 . 2  .2 If M is not a sporadic simple group, and M / D 2 , wherepq1
p s 2 m y 1, m G 2, p a prime, then Theorem 2.1 holds by Lemmas 2.1
and 2.2.
 . 2  . m3 If M s D 2 , p s 2 y 1, m G 2, p a prime, then by Lemmaspq1
2.1 and 2.2, G has a normal series 1eHeKeG such that KrH s M or
 .  .A q , q ' 1 mod 4 .1
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If KrH s M, then G s M and the theorem follows.
 .  . pq1  .If KrH s A q , q ' 1 mod 4 , then q s 2 q 1 and q q 1 r2 s1
p  .  .  .2 q 1 by D KrH s D G s D M . Since q is a power of a prime, q
pq1 <2  . < p pq1. pq1must be a prime by q s 2 q 1. Since D 2 s 2 2 qpq1
. p  2 i . < < pq1 pq1 . p .1  2 y 1 and KrH s 2 2 q 1 2 q 1 , we haveis12p y1 p py1 2 i< <  .  .H 2 2 y 1  2 y 1 . Let Q be a subgroup of K of order q.is1
 .Then C Q s Q for q being an order component of G. By FrattiniG
 .argument, we have G s N Q K. ThusG
G N Q K N Q .  .G G( ( .
K K K l N Q .G
 .  .Since C Q F K l N Q , we haveG G
< < < <N Q N Q .  .G G
.
< < < <K l N Q C Q .  .G G
pq1 p< < < < < <Therefore GrK Aut Q , which implies GrK 2 . Thus 2 y 1 H .
< < pLet R be a subgroup of H and R s 2 y 1. Obviously R is a Hall
 .  pq1subgroup of H; hence ReG since H is nilpotent. By D G s 2 q
p 4  .  pq1 .  p .1, 2 q 1 and Z G s 1, we know that 2 q 1 = 2 q 1 divides
<  . <  < <. < < Cl x for x g G, x / 1, and p x : p . Therefore R ' 1 modG 1
 pq1 . p ..  .2 q 1 2 q 1 , which is impossible. Thus KrH / A q , q '1
 .1 mod 4 .
This is the end of the proof.
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